
  
 

     
Prepositions: 
Prepositions are short words(on, in, to) that usually stand. In front of nouns (sometimes also 
in front of gerund verbs). 
Even advanced learners of English find prepositions difficult, as a 1:1 translation is usually 
not possible. One preposition in your native language might have several translations 
depending on the situation. 
There are hardly any rules as to use which preposition. The only way to learn preposition is 
looking them up in a dictionary; reading a lot in English(literature) and learning useful 
phrases off by heart(study tips). 
The following table contains rules for some of the most frequently used prepositions in 
English: 

 Prepositions-Time  

 ENGLISH  USAGE  EXAMPLE 

 on  Days of the week  on Monday 

 in  months/seasons 

 time of day 

 year 

 after a certain period of 
time(when?) 

 In August/ in 
Winter 

 In the morning 

 In 2005 

 In an hour 

 at  For night 

 For weekend 

 A certain point of 
time(when?) 

 At night 

 At the weekend 

 At half past nine 

 since  From a certain point of 
time(past till now) 

 Since 1980 

for Over a certain period of time(past till 
now) 

For 2 years 

ago A certain time in the past 2 years ago 

before Earlier than a certain point of time Before 2004 

to Telling the time Ten to six(5:50) 

past Telling the time Ten past six(6:10) 

to/till/until marking the beginning and end of a 
period of time 

from Monday to/till 
Friday 

till/until In the sense of how long something is 
going to last 

He is on holiday until 
Friday 

by In the sense of at the latest up to a 
certain time 

I will be back by 6 o’clock 
by 11 o’clock, I had read 
five pages. 

 
 
 
 



  
 

 

Prepositions – Place (Position and Direction) 
English Usage Example 

in room, building, street, town,country, 
book, paper etc. 
car, taxi 
picture, world 

In the kitchen, in London 
In the book 
In the car, in a taxi 
In the picture, in the world 

at Meaning next to, by an object 
for table 
for events 
place where you are to do something 
typical(watch a film, study, work) 

At the door, at the station 
At the table 
At a concert, at the party 
At the cinema, at school, at 
work 

on attached 
for a place with a river 
being on a surface 
for a certain side(left, right) 
for a floor in a house 
for public transport 
for television, radio 

the picture on the wall 
London lies on the Thames 
On the table 
On the left 
On the first floor 
On the bus, on a plane 
On TV, on the radio 

by, next to, 
beside 

Left or right of somebody or 
something 

Jane is standing by/ next to/ 
beside the car 

under On the ground, lower than (or 
covered by) something else 

The bag is under the table 

below Lower than something else but above 
ground 

The fish are below the 
surface 

over covered by something else 
meaning more than 
getting to the other side(also across) 
overcoming an obstacle 

put a jacket over your shirt 
over 16 years of age 
walk over the bridge 
climb over the wall 

above Higher than something else, but not 
directly over it 

a path above the lake  

across getting to the other side(also over) 
Getting to the other side  

walk across the bridge 
swim across the lake 

through Something with limit on top, bottom 
and the sides 

Drive through the tunnel 

to movement to person or building  
movement to a place or country 
for bad 

go to the cinema 
go to London/Ireland 
go to bad 

into enter a room/a building go into the kitchen/the 
house 

towards movement in the direction of 
something(but not directly to it) 

go 5 steps towards the 
house 

onto movement to the top of something Jump onto the table 

from In the sense of where from A flower from the garden 

 



  
 

 

Other important Prepositions 
 

English Usage Example 

from Who gave it a present from Jane 

of who/ what does it belong to  
what does it show 

a page of the book 
the picture of a palace 

by who made it a book by Mark Twain 

on walking or riding on horseback 
entering a public transport vehicle 

on foot, on horseback 
get on the bus 

in entering a car/ Taxi get in the car  

off leaving a public transport vehicle  get off the train 

out of leaving a car/ Taxi  get out of the taxi 

By rise or fall of something travelling 
(other than walking or horse-riding)  

prices have risen by 10 percent 
by car, by bus 

at for age she learned Russian at 45  

about for topic, meaning what about  we were talking about you 

 
  



  
 

 
Detailed Grammar rules for IELTS 

Type of Sentences : 

Interrogative Sentence: which inspects the detail with sign (?)  

Usage : very rare and in Task -1 – Letter only.  

Exclamatory Sentence: Shows sudden burst of anger, wonder, pain or joy and always end 
up the sentence with mark (!).  

Imperative / Indicative sentence : always indicate some situation like India is diversified 
country.  

Usage: task- 1 academic and Task -2 - essay   

Assertive sentence: shows assertion and telling facts or detail only like – Every citizen bound 
to follow traffic rules. 

Usage :  Usage: task- 1 academic and Task -2 – essay 

 

Part of the Speech.  

Noun: is a name of anything around us like Person/ Animal/ Things and Places. 

It divided in five parts like –Proper Noun/ Common Noun/ Collective Noun/ Material Noun 
and abstract noun. 

Out of which the Proper noun is very important and always comes first letter capital even in 
middle of sentence.  

The proper noun list is – 

 Name of Person/Middle name/ Surname  

 Name of Company 

 Name of places like country/ state./city/society 

 Name of places like personalize mountains/rivers/forests- The Himalaya/ the 
Narmada/ TheGir Forest etc. 

 Name of breed of animal – German Shepherd / Labrador 

 Name of animal if belong to place like – African parrots/ Afro- Asiatic lions/ Polar 
bears/ Royal Bengal White tigers  

 Name of currency – Dollars/ Dirhams/ Rupees/Pounds / Sterling/  

 Name of language – Spanish / English/ German/ Indian 

 Name of Festivals- Holi/ Diwali/ Uttarayan/ Christmas   

 Name of Days and Months – Monday/ Wednesday/ July/ August/ December 

Pronoun: it’s a replacement of noun and mainly two pronouns are - 

important : and Personal pronoun : shows change of each of person. 

 

1st person personal pronoun-  Speaking -   I and We  

Replace in        I= me , my, mine 

        We= us, our , ours 

2nd person personal pronoun- Speaking to-  You   

Replace in        you= your , yours 

 

3rd person personal pronoun:  Spoken of:   He, She, It, they  



  
 

Replace in        He= his him 

        She= her, hers 

        It= its  

        They = them, their, theirs 

Relative pronoun: it is helpful in merging and syncing the sentences and make them 
compound or complex sentence. 

K.N =  Who, Whose and Whom use with person only. 

 Which use with animal, places, non living thing like furniture, tools only 

 That and What use with any noun – no rules. 

 

Adjectives: good amount of adjectives explain the sentences in most proper ways . 

Quality adjectives : use it to explain any special thing about any noun. Like- Kashmir is a 
beautiful place, Flower is delicate, Pizza is delicious. 

Quantitative noun (Much): use it with uncountable noun like – Much milk, Much Water, 
Much emotions, Much Passion, Much feelings. 

Number Adjective (Many) : use with countable noun like – many students, five places, three 
cities. 

Verb : any activity or action that is done by doer called Verb like eat, sleep, make, do, run, 
design… 

 

Verb divide in four parts : 

Present form:    To Do verb  To eat, to drive, to decide, to play 

(Verb-1) 

Past form:    Did verb  Ate, Drove, Decided, Played, Made 

(verb-2) 

Past participle verb  Done verb  Eaten, Driven, decided, played,  

(verb-3) 

Present Participle  Doing verb   Eating, Driving, Deciding, Playing 

 

Verb divide further in two main parts :Transitive and Intransitive: 

Transitive : It can travel in time and move in place. Like the boy kicks the football. Here 
when boy kicks, the football move in place and also it takes some time so ‘kick’ is transitive 
verb. 

 

Intransitive: all feelings and emotional adjective are intransitive as it do not travel in to the 
time and place and remain with doer only. Like – the boy kicks the football speedily.  Here 
speed remain with boy only so it is intransitive verb. 

 

Adverb: adding further meaning in to the verb like  

 Adverb of manner : explains ‘How’ the activity done- Seema sings nicely/ Reema 
cooks deliciously/ Gatha paints carefully 

 Adverb of time: explains ‘When’ the activity done – Seema came home tonight/ 
Gathawiil go office at 9.00 AM/ Sujit went up to Ajmer yesterday night.  



  
 

 Adverb of Place: explains ‘Where’ the activity done. – Anitha visited Tajmahal/ 
AtalBihariBajpayi cremated at Rajghat / I will come at your home one day. 

 Adverb of Number: shows ‘ How Often’ the activity done. The election arranged 
twice/The teacher punished students daily/ Do you eat outside regularly?  

Helping verb:  

 
These also called as a modal auxiliary and supports the noun and verb both in the sentence 
to explain the doer’s mind-set, idea, purpose, motive to do something as well the status and 
location too.  

 The Supportive / Subsidiary auxiliary- it supports the verb and noun both like when 
verb not present in the sentence it use to explain noun status and motive too.  

 Is, Are, Was, Were, Be, Have, Has, Had, Been, Need to, Ought to, Dare to, Used to 
are like supportive auxiliary. 

o She is good student 
o My students are intelligent 
o He was really a dumb one. 
o They were very patriot. 
o She will be like you one day.  
o Do you have some money?  
o Gatha has a big farmhouse 
o Anitha had two ponies. 
o Where have you been? I been to my village only.  
o I need you/ I need some water 
o You dare not to have this idea./ how you dare to speak in front of me?  
o Government ought to keep children safe. 
o We used to climb on trees in our childhood 

` 

 Should, Will, Would, Can, Could, May, Might and Must are Chief auxiliary which 
support the verb in the sentences usually. 

o You should help that poor 
o Sujatha should participate in that competition 
o You will come at the meeting place tomorrow. 
o She will take the decision later on. 
o Would you please have some coffee with me?  
o I can do it. I cannot take this project. Can I come with you? 
o He could do it in better way. None could save the country with corruption. 

Could she give all answer of mine yesterday?  
o May I have your name please?  
o You may enter in. You may not go there. 
o You may go first.  I may not handle these duties 
o The pen is mightier than the sword. 
o Might is always right. 
o The rain might come now. 
o She might come at my home.      
o She must do this work anyhow 



  
 

o Citizens follow the traffic rules  
o It must not run in tomorrow’s race. 
o Government ought to take some concrete steps to remove the poverty.  
o People ought to keep pride up of their country’s national anthem, emblem, 

and flag.  
o She need not to go to the court tomorrow.  
o He need to give all answer to me. 
o Need I to come alo0ng with you in that deep forest?  
o You dare not to speak any single words in front of me  
o She dare to step at Mt. Everest too.  
o We used to climb on the coconut tree in our childhood  
o Students used to come daily in my grammar class 
o People used to travel abroad in past than today. 
o I used to teach 14 hours a day constant.  

 Prepositions  
o There are multiple prepositions but the most useful prepositions are – 

 At, In , On, Upon, Below, Beneath, Beside, Besides, In, Into, Since, For, 
From, To, Till, Until, Before, After, By, Of, Under, Underneath and so 
on.  

 Make sue true proposition makes your sentence correct whereas 
wrong prepositions disturb our sentence.  

 The most wrongly used propositions are - Since, for, from, upon, of, to 
and so on . 

o Prepositions are utilised to indicate the correct place and time in to the 
sentence, for example-  

 The Kankarialake is in the middle of the Ahmedabad. 
 The Amrapali amusement center is at Kaknakaria Lake. 
 The cat sleeps on the sofa. 
 The cat jumps upon the sofa 
 Park your vehicle below the complex. 
 Do not rush beneath the fallen complex 
  Put yours beg beside mine. 
 Besides that, I have to give good lessons to my students also. 
 He is  in the room. 
 She is entering in to the room.  
 Since last three weeks the elections have been going on.  
 Kalyanjewellars since 1942. 
 I will work for the nation. 
 Put the decision away for a while. 
 Where are you from ? 
 I am coming all the way from Bombay. 
 We are soon reaching to our home. 
 Come to the point please. 
 Till you take decision, it’s too late. 
 Until you do not declare your decision we can not move away 
 Best before six months 



  
 

 Do not put cart before the horse. 
 Before you speak anything let me complete my own. 
 Do not go after him 
 Please look after him 
 I will check the papers afterwards. 
 The forest is nearby somewhere. 
 Indian constitution is of the people, by the people, for the people.  

 
 


